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Volume V, Edition 2, Winter 2003

University of Mlnnesota, Morris welcomes
U of M President Robert Bruininks
U of M President Robert Bruininks, and his wife, Susan Hagstrom,
visited UMM on December 6 and 7, 2002. The Morris campus has
enjoyed many visits from Bruininks during his tenure as provost, dean
and vice president. This occasion marked his first appearance as the U
of M's new president.
Students, staff and faculty listened intently as Bruininks shared
comments about the Morris campus, the University of Minnesota and
the upcoming legislative session during an afternoon receptio
Science Building atrium. Bruininks expressed his pleasure th
was his first official out-state visit as the Uni~ersity's
president.
He also stated his admiration for the Morris campus: "I
do have a passionate commitment to the University of
Minnesota, Morris. Before I got into central administration,
and Susan can verify this, we would often entertain young
people at our house. My three sons would always tell their
friends, 'if you're going to college my dad can tell you the
right place to go, and you need to go see him ... '. I for years
have always told students who I've talked with that the best
single educational buy in the state of Minnesota is a liberal arts
education at Morris, and I believe that strongly. You cannot get
a better quality education than you can get here."
The Bruininks enjoyed the UMM Concert Choir's "The
Littlest Angel" Christmas concert and attended a community
breakfast in their honor on December 7.

"... the best single educational
buy in the State of Minnesota is
a liberal arts education at Morris."
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Regents determine Robert Bruininks
"the best and the right person"
for University of Minnesota president

35 years, holding a variety of positions. Before being named interim president
last June, Bruininks was executive vice president and provost-the second-incommand position at the University- for five years. As provost, he was responsible for advancing the academic mission of the University. He oversaw the
development and implementation of new budget and accountability systems, the
successful transition from quarters to semesters and the implementation of new
technology systems for student services and human resources. He has worked
closely with the legislature on several University initiatives and is well known
among higher education officials in Minnesota and nationally.
Prior to becoming provost, Bruininks was dean of the College of Education
and Human Development for six years. He has been a faculty member at the
University since 1968.
"This is a great honor, and I look forward to serving this great institution and
the people of Minnesota," said Bruininks, who has focused on improving accountability, teaching and learning at the University while helping it connect
better with the broader community.
The board approved a contract for the president that will run through June
30, 2005. Bruininks and his wife, Susan Hagstrum, will live at Eastcliff, the
University's presidential residence.

The regents of the University of Minnesota appointed
Interim President Robert Bruininks the University 's
15th president on November 8, 2002, one day after
naming him the sole finalist for the office. The selection followed an extensive national search. The regents
interviewed a number of candidates forwarded from
the Presidential Search Advisory Committee. After
those interviews, the board turned to Bruininks, who
was not a candidate, and asked him to accept their
nomination.
"After a thorough consideration of the candidates, we determined that the
person with the best skills was right here," said Maureen Reed, board of regents
chair. In nominating Bruininks, board members cited his high integrity, compassion, deep understanding of the University, energy and vision. "Bob is both the
best and the right person to lead the University at this time," said Reed after
Bruininks accepted the position. "This is also a vote of confidence in this administration and the strategic direction in which the University is going."

Inauguration planned for February 28, 2003
The inauguration of the University of Minnesota's 15th president will be held at
1 p.m. Friday, February 28, 2003, in Northrop Auditorium on the Twin Cities
campus. The ceremony and related festivities will coincide with Founders Week,
a weeklong celebration to mark the founding of the University 152 years ago.

Thirty-five years with University of Minnesota
Bruininks, a professor of educational psychology, has been at the University for

President Bruininks discusses State of Minnesota budget deficit
In response to the announcement that the State of Minnesota's budget deficit is

is going to tum out, but we need to be thinking about the options.... I think that as
I go around the country we have to remember that the state provides $630 million
dollars a year to the University of Minnesota. This is a state that has made a very
deep investment in us, values us, so I think we have a good base to build on. And
the first job ahead of us-and it is one of the reasons I would urge all of you to
pay attention this year-get involved, make sure legislators, the governor and
administration hear from you. In short, mobilize your community-the campus
and the broader community-around these issues, because people need to hear
from us.
The University's budget request for the 2004-05 biennium will be presented
to the Minnesota State Legislature in January 2003. If you would like more
information about UMM lobbying efforts, please contact the External Relations
Office at ummexternal@mrs.umn.edu or 320-589-6386.

projected to reach $4.56 billion in the next biennium, University of Minnesota
President Robert Bruininks said that the University can help: "This is a very
challenging time for our state, and we believe that the University of Minnesota is
part of the solution to the state's economic challenges," said Bruininks. He notes
the University's history as a revenue generator and points to a new initiative to
improve productivity and service. "We're committed to delivering the highest
quality service possible, stewarding our resources and allocating funds to high
priority arnas in whiG we-Gan-make.a real difference " he said.

President's remarks on budget
President Bruininks made the following comments in regard to the state budget
deficit during his campus visit: I started talking about this issue last summer, and
I tried to impress on members of the University community that this was not
going to be business as usual. We knew our situation was grave, it was very
serious, and that there would be a very significant gap between state revenues
and state expenses ....No one expected it to approach 5 billion dollars for the next,
basically, two and a half years. It 's probably the most serious gap that we have
seen, I would say, in fo rty or fifty years, so it's not going to be easy to deal with.
It's for that reason that I felt we [University of Minnesota] needed to send a
different message to the state legislature this year. ... our budget would be based
on three broad principles.
We would tell the state what we needed to maintain the strength of all of our
campuses. We would take responsibility for funding some of our own needs,
through obvious tuition increases as well as serious internal reallocation, and we
would ask the State of Minnesota for a partnership, to meet us halfway. We would
provide half of what we needed, and the half that we projected was the lowest
budget the University has submitted in the last ten years.
Sometimes you get a little lucky. That instinct I had back in the summer was
the right instinct. Everywhere I go now, people in the legislature, people in the
business community, and leaders throughout the state say the University of
Minnesota had the courage to try to do the right thing at a very difficult time.
Now, having said that, this budget request is based on real numbers. It would
provide $96 million to the University of Minnesota system over the next two
years- roughly afford a four and a half percent back-to-back increase. That 's not
chump change. That 's a lot of money. So we didn 't ask for a really low number;
we asked for a reasonable number in relationship to the growing cost of higher
education and the needs of our campuses.

Governor's University of Minnesota relationship
I can tell you that Governor-elect Pawlenty... has a very strong and positive
opinion about the University of Minnesota. He holds two degrees from the Twin
Cities campus. His wife is also a graduate of the University of Minnesota. I think
he holds a very favorable view of this campus and other campuses in our system,
but he's in a tough spot. The state is in a tough spot. I don't know exactly how this

Morris Community welcomes Bruininks ·and Hagstrum
Members of the Morris community had the opportunity to meet President
Bruininks and his wife, Dr. Susan Hagstrum, at a Community Breakfast held in
their honor on December 7, 2002, at the Best Western Prairie Inn in Morris.
Chancellor Sam Schuman introduced Bruininks and Hagstrum. Following
brief comments, Bruininks fielded questions from guests. Many members of the
Morris business community, city and county officials, and members of the West
Central Educational Development Association attended the event.
Photo from left: Morris Area Chamber of Commerce Executive Director Carolyn
Peterson and Dr. Susan Hagstrom
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Nonresident UMM students
receive in-state tuition costs
-New UMM admissions policy
The University of Minnesota, Morris has made the deci sion to offer resident
tuition to students from other states. In previous years, nonresident students often
paid as much as twice the tuition costs assessed to Minnesota students. As of Fall
2002, all students pay the same amount of tuition regardless of state residence.
Tuition for a student enrolled in 15-20 credits is $3,190.50 per semester.
The tuition changes are a result of a yearlong discussion on UMM's
affordability. Scott Hagg, former director of admissions, states: "An increasing
number of nonresidential students expressed great interest in attending UMM but
could not afford the out-of-state tuition costs. Many of these potential UMM
students were children of alumni and friends of the University."
Vivian Heltemes, director of alumni relations, responds to the new admissions policy: "I know that UMM alumni will be very pleased with this decision.
Every year we receive inquiries from alumni regarding tuition costs for out-ofstate students. It will be a pleasure informing

UMM's 1st Commencement-June 15, 1963

"Alumni and friends are
nonresident alumni that their children will be
able to attend UMM at the same cost as Minneencouraged to share
sota students. I believe we can look forward to
UMM's tuition news with
legacy student enrollment increasing in the very
friends and family who do
near future . Alumni and friends are encouraged
not live in Minnesota."
to share UMM 's tuition news with friends and
family who do not live in Minnesota." The fine
liberal arts education provided by the University of Minnesota, Morris is now
available to all students, regardless of residency, at an affordable public price.
For more information or to request an application form, please contact the
Office of Admissions at admisfa@rnrs.umn.edu or 800-992-8863.

UMM's 40th Commencement planned
Alumni and friends are invited to join the campus community in celebrating
UMM's 40th Commencement. The historic event honors the Class of 2003 and
recognizes UMM's advancement into its fifth decade of providing excellence in :
liberal arts education. Kent Meyers ' 77, author of The River Warren, The Witness
of Combines and Light in the Crossing, will give the commencement address.
Meyers teaches literature and creative writing at Black Hills State University in
Spearfish, South Dakota.
Commencement is scheduled for Saturday, May 10, 2003 , at 1:30 p.m. on the
campus mall. Prior to the ceremony, division receptions will be held at 11 :00 a.m.
A reception follows the Commencement ceremony at 3:00 p.m. The Physical
Education Center is the rain site for both the ceremony and the reception.
For more information, please visit www.mrs. umn.edu/events/commencement
or call Maggie Larson, special events coordinator, at 320-589-6053.

Historic District nomination
approved by Minnesota State Review Board
-forwarded to National Register in Washington, D.C.

Minority Student Program
director search in progress
The search for a new Minority Student Program
director is underway. The MSP director serves as a
spokesperson, catalyst and leader for building an
inclusive, multicultural community at UMM. The
position plays an integral role in successful recruitment, retention and graduation of students of color,
advocates for students of color, and facilitates
relationships between the campus community and
alumni of color.
Although reviewing has begun, applications will
continue to be accepted until a qualified candidate is
found. Minimum qualifications include: a master of
arts degree, four years of experience working with
students of color in an educational setting, and
effective communication skills. Preferred qualifications include an earned doctorate degree, five or
more years of program and planning leadership,
experience supporting minority students and other
students of diverse backgrounds in a collegiate
setting, and an ability to work collaboratively with
faculty and staff. Candidates should have demonstrable supervisory and fiscal management
skills. Successful grant writing and collegiate level
-· teaching experience are also desirable.
The position begins on June 1, 2003.

UMM and the Minnesota
Historical Society are
pleased to announce that the
West Central School of
Agriculture and Experiment
Station Historic District has
been nominated to the
National Register of
Historic Places and has
received initial approval by
the Minnesota State Review
Board. The committee of
historians, architects,
archaeologists and others
reviewed and endorsed the
project, which allows the
nomination to continue to the
final stage of federal apSue Granger '80, representing Gemini Research, and Dennis Gimmestad '73, repproval by the Keeper of the
resenting the Minnesota Historical Society, provided an update on the historic disNational Register in Washtrict nomination on campus last fall.
ington, D.C.
Gemini Research, a historic preservation consulting firm owned b y Susan Granger '80 and Scott Kelly
' 77, prepared the 40-page nomination that describes the proposed Historic District's 42 acres and 18 buildings. The
document discusses the historical significance of the West Central School of Agriculture and Experiment
Station on a state and national level. The WCSA made its home on the UMM campus from 1910 until 1963.
In response to the Minnesota State Review Board's approval, Granger comments: "The campus is a
special place, and UMM 's recognition of its heritage and of the value of its historic buildings and landscape is
wonderful."
The State Historic Preservation Office has forwarded the nomination and accompanying photos, slides,
maps and documentation to the National Park Service which manages the National Register program. A final
decision regarding the nomination should be received in February or March.
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Nader addresses
filled-to-capacity
Edson Auditorium

Byron Stripling, Doc Carlson and Eric Marienthal

Jazz Fest 2003:
The 25th An11iversary!
UMM will celebrate its 25th Jazz Fest by inviting
two all-time favorite performers back to campus.
Headlining will be Byron St:I.ipling on trumpet and
Eric Marienthal on saxophone. Both artists performed in Jazz Fest '99, remembered as one of the
greatest musical events in Jazz Fest history.
Stripling, a trumpet virtuoso, ignites his audiences. He performs at jazz festivals throughout the
world and has soloed with the Boston Pops Orchestra, New York Pops, Seattle Symphony, Minnesota
Orchestra and the American Jazz Philharmonic.
Marienthal is a gifted improvisor. He toured extensively with Al Hirt, Chick Corea, David Benoit and
Lee Ritenour. Jim "Doc" Carlson, professor of
music and jazz director, states: "We're very much
looking forward to the arrival of these two wonderful musicians and exciting personalities in April."
The 25th Anniversary Jazz Fest is scheduled
April 3rd through April 5th. Ticket order forms
become available in February. Questions regarding
purchases may be directed to the Office o Student
Activities at 320-589-6080.
An alumni reception will follow the Saturday
performance at the home of Kris and Thom
Howden '92. Contact the Alumni Relations Office
for more information at alumni@mrs.umn.edu or
call 320-589-6066.

Dr. Jim Mootz selected
as interim associate vice
chancellor for enrollment
Dr. Jim Mootz accepted the position of UMM
interim associate vice chancellor for enrollment
following former Director of Admissions Scott
Hagg's resignation to accept a position with
Humboldt State University in Arcata, California.
Mootz comes to UMM with excellent qualifications and extensive experience. His most recent
position was as Winona State University's director
of admissions. Chancellor Sam Schuman states: "Dr.
Mootz has had remarkable success at Winona in
dramatically raising the academic quality of the
institution's student body and in securing ample
qualified applicants."
A committee will be organized next fall to
conduct a national search to fill the associate vice
chancellor for enrollment position by fall of 2004.
Hagg's work appreciated at UMM
Accepting Hagg's resignation, John Schwaller, vice
chancellor for academic affairs, stated: "We wish
Scott and his family the very best. Scott has done
much to assure that excellent students are aware of
the opportunities at UMM and are admitted to our
freshmen classes. We will miss him a great deal."

Ralph Nader captured the attention of a filled -tocapacity Edson Auditorium audience during his
September 25, 2002, address: "Democracy, Big
Business and the American Duopoly." Recognized
by Time magazine as one of the 100 most influential
Americans of the 20th Century, Nader noted that less
than three percent of the U.S. population is civically
engaged. He encouraged his listeners, especially
students, to learn about democracy and to gain the
skills to be active citizens. "The most important
work we can do is civic work, apart from parenting,"
Nader said.
After his presentation Nader fielded a variety of
question on topics ranging from his candidacy in the
2000 presidential election to cures for political
apathy, from the potential military action against
Iraq to the pros and cons of marijuana legalization.
Nader's visit to the Morris campus was cosponsored by the Campus Activities Council and the
UMM chapter of the Minnesota Public Interest
Research Group (MPIRG), a national student public
interest research group that he helped establish.

Ralph Nader addresses the campus community. Photo
courtesy of The University Register and photographer
Brad Child '05.

Alumni Relations Director Heltemes pursues new career in health care
New opportunities lie ahead for Alumni Relations
Director Vivian Heltemes. This fall Heltemes
announced that she will leave UMM in June to
pursue a new career. Her early announcement allows
the UMM and the U of M West Central School of
Agriculture alumni associations ample time to
carefully plan for the future.
Heltemes shared these thoughts: "This past year,
since our son's death, has been a time of reassessment
about my life. One cannot go through such an event
without taking time to pause and reflect about one's
future. Following considerable thought, it is my hope
to pursue a career in health care ... .Jerry, my husband,
and I are not moving; whatever I pursue will be near
Morris. We will remain closely tied to UMM and will

continue to be loyal and vocal
campus supporters. It has been a
wonderful opportunity to serve
UMM, my alma mater, in a
professional capacity these past
twelve years. I will continue to do
so with energy and dedication in
the corning months."
"Vivian has left her mark on UMM, and we will
miss her," states Maddy Maxeiner, associate vice
chancellor for external relations. "We wish her the
very best in her new endeavors."
The search committee for Heltemes' successor
has been appointed and recruitment has begun. The
position description can be found on page 13.

Super Saturday Science
Super Saturday Science, an event organized to increase young women's interest
in science, allowed girls in grades six
through eight an opportunity to explore
the scientific process. The collaborative
effort, held on the UMM campus, provided hands-on learning experience.
Nancy Carpenter, UMM associate
professor of chemistry, coordinated the
Acid Rain station where students tested
the pH of various household substances.
Van Gooch, UMM professor of biology,
organized the Rhythm of Your Heart
experiment where participants measured
their heart rates before and after holding UMM's famous python, Ramses. Nancy Barbour, USDA-ARS North
Central Soil Conservation Research Laboratory biologist, led the Dirt is Not Dirty investigation where
participants examined soil samples from Georgia, Washington and the Morris area. Margot Rudstrom, U of M
West Central Research and Outreach Center agricultural economist, led students through the Land and
Weather station where they chose crops to plant depending upon soil, climate and weather conditions in either
a Minnesota or Russian location. Student members of the UMM American Chemical Society and Biology
Club assisted.
The project's sponsors-UMM and the Division of Science and Mathematics, West Central Research and
Outreach Center, North Central Soil Conservation Research Laboratory, Minnesota Section of the American
Chemical Society, Morris Area Women of Today and the Center for Small Towns-plan to make Super
Science Saturday an annual event.
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Distinguished Alumni Awards presented
The University of Minnesota Morris Alumni Association presented the Distinguished Alumni Award to thr,ee of its members during the 2002 Annual Banquet
held during Homecoming weekend.
Robert Gandrud '65, Lue Her '97 and Bruce Johnson ' 71 exemplify the
many contributions UMM alumni make to their families, to their communities
and to society in their vocations and their avocations. Gandrud, retired CEO of
Lutheran Brotherhood, actively participates in his community as a volunteer and
civic leader. Her, an ArneriCorps/Get Ready! director, dedicates his life to
"bringing people together to make things happen." Johnson creates films and
television programs that convey moral lessons.
Surrounded by family, friiends and fellow alumni, the recipients received their
awards and shared brief comments about the role UMM plays in their lives. We
share with our readers Her's words as a means to illustrate an event that touched
each person in attendance.

Lue Her, Distinguished Alumni Award Recipient
UMMAA Award Presentation Comments

Bruce Johnson '71, Lue Her '97, Robert Gandrud '65

Nine years ago, I never imagined where my journey would lead me. I've traveled
chased a dream far larger than our ancestors could ever comprehend. And it was
to places near and far, some barren and desolate and others lush and fertile.
and is this American dream that propelled us to educate ourselves. It is this same
Along the way I've made many friends, and hopefully few foes. My dear
dream that brought me to UMM.
University of Minnesota, Morris you have given me opportunities I will never be
I take UMM's name with me wherever my journeys have led and told its
able to explain, stories and adventures that will someday become legendary.
ambitions to those who would listen and on occasion to those who did not wish
You've introduced me to some of the
to. I've reminisced on the days spent as
world's richest and most powerful
a young student in search of his path in
characters, while humbly reminding me
Nominate Someone Great!
Ufe, of the moments spent contemplating
of the need for compassion when
philosophy and reality. My journeys
Distingpjshed Alumni Awards
working alongside some of its poorest.
have always returned to the years of
The University of Minnesota Morris Alumni Association honors 01.1t~tanding
Almost two years ago, Professor
alumni wli9 have made noteworthy ~fhtributions i~. .~eir professions; in public .; learning and living on the grounds of
Craig Kissack approached m,e to help
this campus. In times ofjoy I remember
· niversity service. Distinguished Aluimu!Xwards recipients, are
develop the English Language
the foundation that brought me such
··· ··reflect favorably on UMM. J:r;i
Teaching Assistant Program (ELTAP)
emotions. And in times of difficulty I
its committtnent to ex
in the Lao People's Democratic
look
for guidance from friendships
e UMMAA Annual
Republic, my birth country. 'fogether,
developed while a student.
is year's event is sc e u ed f<,>r
using the genuine interest of educating
Even though this moment of
the Laotian people to better understand
n~cognition
is meant to glonjy what we have
ds ar1 invited to nominate if
done for our communities and for this
and speak English, he and I
campus, we stand glorified because this
inadvertently embarked on a challenge
campus gave recognition to our being. We
to connect one of the world's richest
are what you entrusted us to become.
nations with one of its poorest and most
UMM has always brought
isolated. Our efforts in Laos attribute
recognition
to the work that I do; you
much to my presence before you
have given respect to the name that I bear. I hope that I too have been able to
tonight. While in Washington D. C. to meet with his Honorable Ambassador from
bring recognition and respect to you-my professors, friends and UMM. I thank
Laos, we were joined by another UMM alumnus, Rick Jauert '78, who was at
you for this most privileged of honors, for your continued encouragement and
that time working for a congressional representative. The three of us spent more
support, for my wife's undying courage and inspiration, and for the opportunity
than two hours with the Ambassador narrowing the expansive divide between our
to be among such renowned individuals.
two nations as we introduced him to UMM and the ELTAP program. Little did I
.C,.C

.

·c,:C-

f!-c

,.,,_.

know then that we would be making history rather than just reading about it.
For my generation of Hmong Americans, making history and exerting the
pioneer spirit was not a matter of choice but of necessity. We accomplished much
not because we had nothing to lose but because we had everything to gain. We

:>/'/ \,:},:>:ti ... ·-'

Editor's note: ELTAP participants share their knowledge of English with teachers
and students in 23 different countries in exchange for the opportunity to live in a
cultural setting different from their own. In Laos, assistants teach in a large private
school for primary through secondary studlents located in the city of Cairo.

Science Building-West Wing
dedicated durin~~ Homecoming 2002
UMM celebrated the finall stage of the Morris Science Project
with the dedication of the Science Building-West Wing during
Homecoming 2002. The newly-renovated facility houses
geology, computer science, physics, statistics and mathematics,
and complements the recently-constructed East Wing in both
design and state-of-the-arlt function.
A brief program was held during which Chancellor Sam
Schuman thanked Minnesota legislators, alumni, students,
faculty, staff, the West Central Educational Development
Association and members of the Morris community for their
efforts on behalf of UMM.
At left, Chancellor Schuman and special campus guests: Schuman;
UMMAA President Blaine Hill '87; Representative Dallas Sams;
Division of Science and Ma1thematics Chair Michael Korth '78; Representative Connie Bernardy; Senator George Cassell; Mayor Carol
Wilcox; UMMAA Legislative Committee Chair Curt Loschy '69;
and Representative Torrey Westrom.
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cornpiled by Theresa Johnson '03 , Long Prairie

Every effort is made to be accurate in communicating
alumni class notes submissions. The editor reserves the
right to edit for length due to space limitations.
Class of '64
Robin Atkins has published two books: Nautical Highways, Ferries of the San Juan Islands and Beaded Embellishment, co-authored with Arny C. Clarke. Atkins lives in
Friday Harbor, Washington , and can be contacted at
robinatkins@interisland.net.

having a heart attack when his old buddies showed up! We
had a great time even though we nearly melted in the 108degree desert temperatures."

I

Duane Hausmann of Morris retired from Land O ' Lakes.

Robert and Susan Otterholt Kempe live in Hopkins.
Robert works as a UNIX systems administrator. Contact
them at kempe009 @tc.umn.edu.

Richard Kloos and wife Kathleen of Robbinsdale are
grandparents for the second time.

Suzanne Landgraf Magnuson is retired and enjoying
every minute of it. She lives in Watertown.

Brenda Larson Long retired after 25 years as a social
worker for Sherburne County and moved to Plano, Texas,
where her daughter and sister live. She is looking forward
to new adventures that will probably include independent
divorce mediation and consulting on child care issues and
conflict resolution. Contact her at blong2@netzero.net.

Joan Stavenger Sethney and Gary Sethney '69 are
proud grandparents. Grandson Tyler Matthew was born to
Chris Harris who attended UMM his freshman year. The
Sethneys live in Chaska.

Class of '65
Lyndon Blomgren of OrtonviUe passed away last May.
Kathleen Struckmann Johnson and husband Gene own
and publish 12 newspapers in the north suburban metro
area and rural towns to the north of White Bear Lake. They
own a web printing plant at Can1bridge and a commercial
printing operation at Mora. Kathleen taught several years
before retiring to raise their four children. The music and
teaching skills learned at UMM came in handy as she
volunteered to write, produce and assist in directing fulllength musicals for junior high youth for 12 years. She and
Gene hosted 27 foreign exchange students through their 34
years of marriage. Gene has taught, consulted and presented papers at conferences in several developing
countries for national and international news agencies.
They are now semi-retired and live aboard their boat in
Punta Gorda, Florida, for five months each winter. Johnson
states: "The past two years have been a challenge as I have
had five surgeries, two for cancer. I am doing well and
look forward to enjoying many more years of life."
Clayton "Pete" Risdahl of Appleton passed away in
November after a battle with cancer.
Class of '66
Blanch Hughes of Benson passed away in August.
Gary Zavadil retired from a large manufacturing firm. He
now has time for his hobbies- restoring a cabin, volunteering for a literacy program and serving as a computer
classroom assistant. He also plans to be involved with
Habitat for Humanity. Gary lives in Alexandria and can be
contacted at gczava@rea-alp.com.
Class of '67
Gladys Erickson Gerhardt is retired and keeps busy with
volunteering at the senior center, nursing home and
churches. She lives in Barrett and can be contacted at
vangie@runestone.net.
Cynthia Babb Janssen of Jordan is in her twenty-seventh
year of teaching. Her eldest son graduated from
UMTC and her youngest son is attending St. Cloud
State University and is a member of the Naval
Reserves.
Deloy and Cynthia Colberg Kramer '71 live in
Marine on St. Croix. Deloy retired from his position
as Mounds School District principal. Contact them
at cinde11228@aol.com.
Robert Roers of Waseca passed away in May.
Class of '68
Leroy Alto of Grand Rapids retired after teaching
for 34 years in the Grand Rapids School District.
Tom Bollman, wife Mary, and Dan and Marcia
Nelson Bollman '67 traveled to Tucson, Arizona to
surpri se Ward Werpy '68 on his 60 th birthday.
Mary writes: "The Man looks good ...despite nearly

Class of '69
Elsa King of Morris passed away in October.
Gary Lickfett of Ridge Farm, Illinois, recently accepted a
position at Workplace Safety Solutions, a consulting firm
that provides employee safety training services.
Mary Stella Luhman-Johnson of Rochester has a
daughter in the Air Force, currently stationed in Germany.
Douglas and Ardyce Milbeck Spray '70 of Montevideo
have two sons in college. Ardyce is a second grade
teacher, and Doug is a community education director.

Class of '70
Richard Gerber of Ogilvie is in his twenty-eighth year of
teaching sixth grade. He would love to hear from friends at
rick.g@ogilvie.kl2.mn.us.
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The UMM Alumni Association invites all alumni
to attend the annual Midwinter Alumni Event.
Thursday, February 20, 2003
5:30-7:30 p.m.
Majors Sports Cafe
8301 Normandale Blvd
Bloomington, Minnesota

Blaine Hill '87, UMMAA president, will give an
informal briefing. Maddy Maxeiner ' 76, associate
vice chancellor for external relations, will provide
a UMM update. There will be much time for socializing and felllowship. Complimentary snacks provided. Majors Sports Cafe is located a few blocks
south of 494 on Normandale Boulevard. For more
information contact the Alumni Relations Office at
alumni@mrs.umn.edu or 320-589-6066.

Avis Henningson Nelson lives in Glenwood and is a
member of the music group Young at Heart.
Karen Fox Young Pancoast of Lakewood, Colorado,
worked in the UMM business office and computer center
from 1969-1973. She writes: "My years at UMM gave me
some of my best memories." Her e-mail address is
Karen@heartsoundsmusic.com.

Class of '71
Michael Jacobs coaches high school cross-country with
Julie Kuecker '93 in Marshall. Their team placed second
in state.
Don and Lori Struthers Lifto '73 live in Mahtomedi.
Don is superintendent at Northeast Metro 916 Intermediate
District in White Bear Lake and offers his services as a
consultant to other school districts in the area of bond and
operating levies. Don enjoys cooking classes, writing,
hunting and fishing . Lori works part-time at Marshall
Fields in Maplewood and tends flower and herb gardens in
her spare time. They became grandparents last summer.
Greg Lemmons was married in July to Dawn Tanabe in
Lake Tahoe, Nevada. The couple lives in Maplewood.

Christine Myron Spaulding retired in 1999. She and
husband Bob have three grandchildren and are "snowbirds" during th1e winter. They live in Barrett.

Class of '72
Victoria Arnold Brye of Norman, Oklahoma, passed
away in October. During the late 1980s and early 1990s,
Brye served as director of the Chicago Academy of
Sciences' peregrine falcon release program. During the last
decade, Brye held the position of collections manager of
the Sam Noble Oklahoma Museum of Natural History on
the campus of the University of Oklahoma.
Robert Koelman of Minneapolis retired after teaching
physical education and health for thirty years in the
Princeton School District.
Louise Meyer Olson of Appleton retired after working in
the Bellingham School District, the Midwest Special
Education Co-operative, and the Dawson School District.
The Northern Sun Intercollegiae Conference inducted
Doug Patnode into the NSIC Hall of Fame in July 2002.
Doug and wife Mary Ann Heinz Patnode ' 75 live in
Princeton.

Class of ' 73
Randall Taber of Brooklyn Park is an Air Force
lieutenant colonel. Daughter Joy is in medical
school, and daughter Hope studies forensic science
at Hamline Uruversity. Son Christian enjoys playing
basketball for Brooklyn Park.

Class of '74
Mark Bartsch's daughter Amanda is a UMTC
student. Mark lives in Jefferson, Wisconsin, and can
be contacted at mobarts@ ticon.net.
Christine Heinen Bright-Sticha won the Christa
McAuliffe Award for teaching excellence and
another teaching award that allowed her to travel to
From left: Dan '67 and Marcia Bollman '67, Ward Werpy '68, Mary Japan. She lives in Forest Lake.
'67(UMTC) and Tom Bollman '68. Photo by Charlotte Werpy.
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John and Joni Kennedy Kreuser '75 live in Saint Louis
Park. John is a financial advisor with American Express.
Their son graduated from Carleton College last year, and
their daughter is studying in Japan.

Class of '81
Roger Arndt, wife and eight-year-old son just returned
from Rowanda and Uganda where they have been working
in the school systems. They live in Franktown, Colorado.

Christine Crumb Meyer has two sons in college-one at
the University of Wisconsin and the other at UMD. She
lives in Saint Paul.

Leesa Simonson Betzold and husband Don were busy
with Don's successful campaign for District 51 state
senator. They live in Fridley.

Class of '75
Gregg and Susan Vieregge '76 live in Alexandria. Son
Brian '00 is in his third year of U of M dental school.

Dean McKenna, his wife and two daughters live in
Carlsbad, New Mexico.

Jake Grussing, six foot eight inch son of Carrie and
Charles G-russing, signed an institutional letter of intent
to play center for the Cougar basketball team beginning in
2003. Jake's grandmother, Jane Grussing, graduated from
UMM in 1965.

Class of '76
Nancy Brown Helsper (formerly Mooney) was married
this past summer. She lives in Hancock and can be
contacted at helsper@mrs.umn.edu.
Robert Hendrickson has two daughters in college and
two children in elementary school. Wife Beth works in
Starbuck, and the family lives in Hancock.
Spencer and Peggy Tate Kvam '78 are busy with their
three children-Katie, Julia and Steven. The family lives
in Granite Falls.
Class of '77
Jeffrey Arnold married Julie Nicholson last year. They
live in Benson.
Larry and Holly Dop Mann live in Montomery, Illinois,
with their three sons. Brendan is a college freshman. Twins
Casey and Carter are high school freshmen .

Gordon Straw is the president for TRIAD (Team Response: Indians Against Defamation). He lives in Chicago
and can be contacted at gestraw@attbi.com.
Class of '82
Kathryn Walker Jacobs, a fifth grade teacher, is in her
thirteenth year of teaching at the Albany Schools. She
lives in Villard.
Robert Simonson of Zumbrota passed away in September
after a brief battle with cancer.
Kent Johnson of Maple Grove is a territory manager for
Snapper, a lawncare and snow equipment company.
Annette Seppanen and Curtis Nelson '83 announce the
birth of their son Timo born April 2001 . The family lives
in San Diego, California.
Larry and Darcy Rheingans Winkelman live in Morris.
Daughter Katie is a freshman at UMD.

Class of '83
Peter and Jill Lewis Becken '84 live in Circle Pines. Jill
enjoys her position as girls' basketball head coach at
Centennial High School.

Barry and Kathryn Halliday Ostrander '85 enjoy life in
Braham. They have three children, the youngest in kindergarten. Barry is in his eighth year of teaching at the high
school. Barry would like to say "hi" to all the band house
members.
Class of '87
Brent and Lisa Lillie Hesse's fourth child, Nolan Christopher, was born in September 2002. Nolan joins Amber,
Dylan and Tawnee at home in Rochester. tisa teaches in
the Rochester area and can be contacted at
henzes2@charter.net.
Matthew Lefebvre, associate professor of theatre arts,
received tenure at UMTC. He lives in St. Paul.
Michelle Brual Neale is the human resource manager at
Creative Memories in Stillwater. She and her husband Bob
live in Maple Grove with children Abigail and Alexander.
Class of '88
Rick and Jacqueline Hasvold Van Surksum '90 and
daughter Julia moved to Zurich, Switzerland. Rick is on
assignment with The Thomson Corporation for two years.
Julia is in second grade at the Zurich International School.
Contact them at rick.vansurksum@riag.com.

Class of '89
Rick Breuer lives in Cloquet with wife Lisa and two
daughters, Hannah and Maggie. He is the CEO for
Community Memorial Hospital and Nursing Home.
Contact him at rbreuer@ccrnh.sisunet.org.
Tim Drake and 30 Republican grassroots leaders from the
rnidwest were invited to meet with President George W.
Bush last May in thanks for their work and to discuss
future Republican efforts. Tim is editor and correspondent
for the National Catholic Register. He and wife Mary
Hennen Drake live in St. Cloud.

Lee Monnens and family moved to Centennial, Colorado,
after 22 years in Ohio.

Mary Carson Renner received a heart transplant in
August at the Mayo Clinic in Rochester. She is now home
and is doing well. Mary lives in Yankton, South Dakota.

Julie Toft Geirvais announces the birth of son Gunnar, born
February 2002. She lives in Ridgecrest, California.

Timothy and Sandra Bertram Thompson's '79 son Kyle
is a UMM sophomore. They live in Stillwater.

Teresa Tate Sullivan lives in Marshall with husband Jim
and their three boys. Contact her at ttsully@dtgnet.com.

Mark Gisi of Montgomery, Alabama, has returned from a
year living in Seoul, Korea.

Mark Wilson is very pleased that his son, Mac, is a
freshman at UMM. Mark lives in New Hope.

Class of '84
Diana and David Harms' daughter Jordyn Kay was born
in June. The family lives in Burnsville.

Todd Hyde is executive director of Celgene Corporation's
Phase IIIB cancer and immunology research program.
Todd and his wife and two daughters live in Las Vegas,
only 10 minutes from Paul Gonnerman. Contact him at
lftygolfer@aol.com.

Class of '78
David Erickson of Arlington, Virginia, has been elected to
Ashoka-a global non-profit organization dedicated to
developing social entrepreneurship in communities.
Dawn Jensen and Fred Anderson '77 live in
Minnetonka. Son Ross was married last s ummer.
Richard Linden is assistant superintendent for the New
Paltz School District. He lives in Hopewell Junction, N.Y.
Paul and Jennifer Tanner Seaton '80 live in Foley. Paul
teaches fourth grade at Foley Elementary School. Jennifer
directs the junior high and senior high choirs.
Mark and Leslee Kleinke Yseth '79 live in Andover.
Mark practices dentistry in Anoka and Princeton. Leslee
pilots a new all-day, every-day kindergarten program in
District 15. Contact them at lesyse@stfrancis.k12.mn.us.
Class of '79
Allen and Michelle Alvarez Heimerdinger '85 have three
daughters . The oldest graduat1a!S from college in the spring.
The College of St. Catherine employs Michelle in the
purchasing department. Allen is employed by Fiserv in the
software area. The family lives in Oakdale.
Class of '80
Sandra Aldrich was selected to attend the Supreme Court
Seminar in Washington, D.C. in the summer of 2001 and
was selected to attend the Bill of Rights Seminar in the
summer of 2002. She lives in Park Rapids.
Michael and Georgette Schumacher live in Wabasha
with their three children: Rebecca, Greg and Josh. Mike
teaches math and computer at Wabasha High School. He is
also the district technology coordinator and softball coach.
Georgette works at Saint Elizabeth Hospital. This summer
they took a family trip to Wyoming, Utah and Colorado.

Stephanie Mosher-Willi resigned from Ohio Environmental Protection Agency to stay at home with her
children and to pursue a master of science in education.
She lives in Rockbridge, Ohio.

Ellen Jarchow Moritz has two children, Sebastian and
Alexander. The family lives in Vail, Colorado.

Class of '85
Jeff Kletscher, a teacher in the Floodwater School District
and Floodwater mayor, won the fourth annual HM Open at
the Benson Golf Course in July. Other participants were
Keith Aeikens '84, Loren Mathews '83, Mark Kroontje
'83, Gregg Laurence '83 and Mark Johnson.

Class of '90
Michelle Rode Bouta lives in Clontarf and works as a
planner for UMVRDC Area Agency on Aging.

Blake and Deann Dewandeler Redfield live in Council
Bluffs, Iowa. Deann is working on a master's degree in
library science.

Kurt Flaten is head football coach at Kewaunee High
School. His team completed their second straight undefeated season and won their third straight state championship. Kurt lives in Kewaunee, Wisconsin.

Lee and Susan Jung Varpness live in Montevideo. Lee is
a band director in the Montevideo school system. Contact
them at varpmus@maxminn.com.
Richard and Mary Hauge Ziegler moved to the country
near Frazee with their two children and love it.

Class of '86
Daniel and Karleen Draeger Cowger live in Hutchinson
with their four boys. Karleen returned to teaching parttime after being home with their boys for thirteen years.
Maureen Donlin and John Tavis '85 live in Kirkwood,
Missouri. Maureen was promoted to research assistant
professor in the biochemistry and microbiology department at St. Louis University. John was promoted to
associate professor at St. Louis University.
A correction to a classnote printed in the last issue of
Profile- Pat and Angela Perron Franey '89 have two
children. They live in Morris and can be contacted at
pat-ang@runestone.net.
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Donald and Amy Doll-Wohlers' child, Colton, was born in
June. The family lives in Morris .

Jeffrey '91 and Amy Heinecke Schmidt welcomed baby
Noah in May. The family lives in New London.
Class of '91
In June Amy Lorentzen Bailey married Michael Bailey
who is originally from New Zealand. Amy is a bilingual
tutor in an elementary school. They live in Anchorage,
Alaska. Contact them at amylorentzen@hotmail.com.
Peter and Jane Flaschenriem Kampen '92 welcomed
Leo, their second child, in September. The family lives in
Farmington.
Paul and Martha Jorgensen McDowell's son Dylan Paul
was born in July. They live in Iliamna, Alaska, and can be
contacted at mmcdowell@lpsd.com.

Martin Voskuil is a postdoctoral fellow at Stanford
University. In March, he will join the University of
Colorado Health Sciences Center Department of
Mircrobiology in Denver as an assistant professor studying
tuberculosis. Recently married, he is enjoying life with
wife Sibyl Munson.

Richard and Nancy Schiffler 'Wehseler welcomed twins
Caroline and Benjamin in May. The family lives in Spicer.
Susan A. Stepka writes: "In the Spring 2002 Profile, there
was a short blurb on how the Student Center was being
powered by wind-generated electricity through OtterTail
Power's TailWinds program. I just wanted to say 'bravo.'
It's also interesting (though not that surprising) that
students were the main impetus behind getting the
environmentally renewable wind power to campus. I sent a
letter to Otter Tail Power thanking them for giving
consumers this choice." Susan lives in Somerset, Wisconsin.

Class of '92
Stacy Bakker Aanenson lives in Coon Rapids with
husband Kevin and their three children-Zachary, Tyler
and Ashley. Stacy is an environmental health and safety
manager overseeing facilities in Minnesota, North Dakota
and South Dakota. She would like to wish Alana Christensen
Petersen '91 and Thom a happy first anniversary.
Clarence Noland Carson and wife welcomed Makenzie
Grace in July. The family lives in Yankton, South Dakota.
Tim and Kristin Olson Doeden live in Worthington,
where Tim is a biology teacher at the middle school.

Kristi Anderson Karels retired from dairy farming and is
enjoying life near Perham with husband Nick and five
children. She is outreach director of Perham Area Vision to
Action and teaches junior kindergarten. Contact her at
karels@lakeplus.com.

Alan Kreuger and Dorinda Grandbois, and sons Alex
and Liam, welcomed Laura Rachelle in July. The family
lives in Farmington. Alan works as a senior developer at
Group 1 Software in Burnsville. Dori home-schools and is
an at-home mom.

Kristen Sigrist Lynch is a teacher at Johnson High
School. She lives in St. Paul.

Kristin Lovrien-Meuwese and husband Mark live in San
Diego, California, where Kristin is an assistant professor of
German in the Department of European Studies. Contact
her at klovrien@mail.sdsu.edu.

Sue Pederson is an elementary school principal in
Phoenix, Arizona. She lives in Glendale and has become a
potter in her spare time. She would love to hear from
fellow classmates and colleagues especially her Willmar
"carpool gals ." Email her at pederson_s@msn.com.
Bill and Erin Pearman Ristow '93 recently moved to
Farmington. They work at West Group in Eagan. Bill is
standards & methods coordinator for change and problem
management. Erin is a senior systems engineer on a parttime basis that allows her to spend more time with their
children, Will and Julia. Bill and Erin write, "We would
like to thank Meredith McGrath '93, Robert Micke and
Lynette, Jade Templin, and Cory and Juli Wagner '98 for
their wonderful help with the move."
Dawn Schroeder married Lance Knopik in June. She lives
in Milaca.

Lori Foote purchased a new home in Durham, N.C.
Scott Gonnerman moved to 402 Sanford Road in Benson,
Minnesota 56215.

Class of '93
Natalie Christenson of Minneapolis works as an independent contractor. Contact her at natalie@wwdb.org.

Eric Haas and Heather McIntyre-Haas '93 welcomed
Lily Constance in April. Eric completed a Ph.D. in
chemistry and continues to manage a core research facility
at the University of Nebraska Medical Center. Heather is in
her eighth year of teaching sixth grade at Brownell-Talbot
College Preparatory School. The family lives in Omaha
and can be reached at ehaas@unmc.edu.

Julianne Recknor Davis writes: "After graduation, I
completed a degree in clinical psychology and moved to
Wichita, Kansas, for internship. Several years later, I am
still here and working in rural community mental health.
My husband Nick and I have a daughter, Kaitlyn. We plan
to return to Minnesota when I finish my loan repayment
contract through the National Health Service Corps."

Kimberly Jones lives in Boston. After four years with the
Chicago Children's Choir she accepted a position with the
Boston Arts Academy as director of external relations.
While in Boston, she has run into fellow UMMer Antonio
Jackson '92. If there are other alums in the area, _please
drop her a note: kjonesl969@excite.com.

Mary "Torchy" Doschadis is a residential realtor with
Keller Williams Reality in Fargo. Contact her at
torchy @kw.com.
Cara Critchfield Heminger and husband Doug welcomed
son Valentine James in June. Cara teaches English in
Lincoln, Nebraska, where the family lives. Contact her at
clheminger@hotmail.com.

In May Cathy Olmsted of Eagan married Todd Moore in
Dirleton Castle, Scotland. Pia Strunk was maid of honor.

Teri Lang Patterson married last year and is starting her
own natural bath and body products company. She teaches
kickboxing and yoga, and enjoys golfing. She would love
to hear from Indy Hall 4C folks from 1989 especially
Molly, Missy aind Chris. She lives in Black Hawk, South
Dakota, and can be contacted at teri@body-systems .net.
Mark Robinson, wife Lauri and daughter Molly moved to
Ellsworth Air Force Base in Rapid City, South Dakota.
Mark is a flight surgeon with the 28 th bomber wing.
Contact him at mlrnrobinson@hotmail.com.
Jennifer Taylor married Steve Weeks this past year. They
live in Minneapolis in a home they recently remodeled.
Jason and Deniise Carlson Thiner '94 welcomed son
Nathan on March 17, the same day daughter Isabel was
born three years earlier. The family lives in Fargo, N.D.
Michelle Trebil writes: "Greetings from up North! We
moved to East Grand Forks where we bought a house. I
continue to work as a neonatal intensive care nurse in
Grand Forks. Hello to all my former Indy 2A floor-mates."
Douglas Wandlersee sends the following note; "I've been
living in the Shenandoah Valley in Virginia for the past five
years. I received my master of arts from James Madison
University and now work for The Mountain Institute. I also
coordinate a bliues and folk music program at the regional
NPR station, teach at a community college and volunteer
with the community theater doing light design. It was great
to be back at Homecoming to see folks and be on campus."
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Class of '94
Paul and Patty Alander Aanes of Brainerd announce the
birth of their son Jacob.

Jay and Dawn Lueth Mitchell moved to Owatonna with
son Noah who was born in February. Jay is working as a
family practice physician. Dawn is an at-home mom.

Brendan Bogart is principal at Appleton/Milan Elementary School. He lives in Appleton with his wife Tracy and
their two children.

Aaron Paleen and wife Stacy welcomed son OJjver on
Christmas Day, 200 l. Aaron works in human resources at
Thrivent Financial. The family lives in St. Paul.

David and Nicole Newman Brecht '96 of Crystal announce the birth of their son Isaac.

Matthew and Jami Pagnac Schumacher live in Grand
Forks, North Dakota.

Melissa Bos Gruys and husband Scott welcomed daughter
Hannah JoAnn in September. Melissa is a business
program faculty member at Washington State University,
Vancouver. They love the Pacific Northwest and welcome
visitors. They live in Battle Ground and can be contacted at
gruys@attbi.com.

Sandra Hillman Sherman writes: "Husband David and I
still live in the backwoods north of Brainerd. We celebrated the birth of our first child, Madisen Aisley, in May.
I've shifted careers to stay-at-home mom, and I'm loving
it!" Contact her at sandrajeansherman@yahoo.com.

Dan Kuglin sends the following note: "For those of you
who are curious, I'm alive and well. I spent the last six
years on a small island in the vast South Pacific, where I
reached demigod status as the absolute ruler. Unfortunately, all good things come to an end. Last year my
demigod permit was revoked, due to an unfortunate
misfiring of my trident, which n!sulted in eight singed
chickens. I departed the island (minus one trident) and now
reside in Glenwood Springs, Colorado, forty minutes from
Aspen and fifty minutes from Vail. Let me know if you're
in the area, and we'll ride the mountain."
Derrick and Sarah Carr Montplaisir live in Zimmerman
with their two children, Kaja and new son, Joe.
Curt '95 and Keely Palmer Rees announce the birth of
son Gavin Curtis, born in June. Curt is principal of
Grantfork Elementary School in Grantfork, Ill. Keely is an
assistant professor in health education at Southern Illinois
University in Edwardsville. The family lives in Glen
Carbon and can be contacted at curtisrees@hotmail.com.
John Schultz and wife Tori announce the birth of twins
Annika and Donovan, born in March. The family lives in
Sun Prairie, Wisconsin.

Class of '95
Ann Blaisdell participates in medical mission projects in
Guatemala and Hispanic ministry in Vero Beach, Florida.

Cy Thao, a democrat representing District 65A, was
elected to the Minnesota State House of Representatives in
the November 2002 election. He and his wife Lee Vang
make their home in St. Paul.
Bradley Wosmek and wife Jennifer announce the birth of
a son, Job. They live in Lawrence, Kansas.

Class of '96
Katie Archer and Alex Kent '97 live in Ruston, Louisiana. Katie is director of marketing and public relations for
Louisiana Tech University. Alex is associate editor of a
series of state gardening magazines at Team Publishing.
They write: "We're fixin' to find y'all UMMers in the
Deep South." Contact them at karcher@latech.edu or
agkent@cox-internet.com.
Charlie Binsfeld and wife Elise welcomed son Elliott
Luke in May. The family lives in Minneapolis.
Kristine Karl Boward earned a doctorate of psychology
and practices as a psychologist at Villanova University. She
and husband Thomas live in Philadelphia and can be
contacted at kristine.boward@villanova.edu.
Angie Miller Kolar and husband Kevin have two sons,
Peter and new addition Andrew. Angie is a human resource
representative at the National Marrow Donor Program in
Minneapolis. The family lives in Maple Grove and can be
contacted at angie@thekolars.com. Angie says: "Hello to
everyone from Indy 1-A!"

Justin and Jennifer Rodgers Miller of Bloomington have
two children, the youngest, Susannah Ruth, born in February.

Maeann Miller Unser moved to Ames, Iowa, where she is
manager of Riddle's Jewelry.
Rich and Maureen Marsollek Ventura '98 live in Blaine.
Maureen graduated with a master of science degree in
curriculum and instruction at the University of St. Thomas
last spring. She teaches American Literature and coaches
volleyball and softball at a St. Paul high school. Rich
works for NEC/Mitsubishi and is starting a master of
science in business management at Hamline University.
When not working the couple likes to travel and complete
home improvement projects. Contact them by email at
venturam @earthlink.net.

Class of '97
Jon and Christine Johnson Bottema welcomed daughter
Katherine Belle in August 200 l. Jon is a vice president at
UBS Paine Webber, and Chris is a clinical toxicologist at
Hennepin County Medical Center. They live in Maple
Grove. They write: "We both miss the sights, sounds and,
ahem, smells of the prairie."
Luke '98 and Sarah Fischer Heikkila live in Roseville.
Sarah is employed by a web-based software company, and
Luke is employed by a public relations agency.
Chad '98 and Stacy Foss Hoffman live in Belle Plaine
and can be contacted at cjsjhoff@ju.no.com.
Darren Lane and Jodi Hegel '00 are planning a fall
wedding. They work for Donaldson Company. Darren lives
in Bloomington and can be contacted at dlane@mn.rr.com.
Kristopher and Linda Rasmusson Nelson '99 of Apple
Valley will complete their graduate programs this spring.
Michelle Gregor Paulzine purchased a home in Elk River.
She is a customer services representative with Corporate
Benefit Services of America.
Kimberly Anderson Small and husband have two
children, Jonah and new addition Janae Christine born in
November. The: family lives in Naperville, Illinois.
Brent '99 and Pam Schoppe Taylor live in Blaine. Brent
is completing a Ph.D. in epidemiology at the University of
Minnesota School of Public Health. Pam teaches second
grade in Anoka. Contact them at brentct@hotmail.com.
Allan Wright and wife Misty welcomed daughter Ellie
Grace in September. Allan is a software engineer. The
family lives in Nashville and can be contacted at
misty_al@beUsouth.net.
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Class of '98
Christina Anderson of Eden Prairie graduated from the
Ben Gurion University of the Negev M.D. Program in
International Health and Medicine in collaboration with
Columbia University 's Health Sciences, the world's first
medical degree program designed to train doctors for the
practice of international health and medicine.
Eric Bass married Sarah Thieling in April. They work at
Boston Scientific Scimed as biostatistical programmer
analysts and recently purchased a home in Brooklyn Park.
Jennifer Wright married Mark Dahlquist in September.
Attendants included Shannon Maurer Robinson, Sara
Beth Harper '97, Anna Ronhovde and Victoria Jensen.
Jennifer and Mark honeymooned in Europe for two weeks
and reside in Eagan.
Mitchell and Sharon Dorr '95 welcomed son Adam in
May. They live in Grand Marais and can be contacted at
coach_dorr @yahoo.com.
Kerry Kennedy Jimenez is co-owner of a Curves for
Women fitness facility in Minneapolis.
Laura Kelnhofer of Richfield purchased a new home.
Morris is home to Brooke Glocke Malek and Nathan
Malek '99 and children Judah and Abigail. Brooke is an
at-home mom, and Nate is a paramedic with Stevens
County Ambulance. Both are enrolled in a nursing program. Contact them at nbmalek @hometownsolutions.net.

Charles McBroom writes : "Hello to everybody in
Morrisland. I passed the National Boards Part I and am
now an official third-year dental student at the SIU School

This fall the University of Minnesota, Morris Humanities Fine Arts Gallery was privileged to host Body of Clay,
Soul of Fire , a traveling exhibition featuring the work of Richard Bresnahan, acclaimed potter and St. John's
University artist-in-residence, and artists associ
with St. John's Pottery,) ncluding UMM alumni Michael
Carlson '99, Kevin Flicker '74 and Samuel.Jo
'96.
Bresnahan is internationally known and respected for his use oflocal, renewable resources. Using clay
excavated near Collegeville, Minnesota, and glazes made
from materials such as burned flax ash or sunflower seed
hulls, he creates functional pottery that uniquely reflects
the natural world of his time and place. Pottery created at
St. John's is fired in a wood-burning kiln constructed by
Bresnahan, the largest in North America. The artist gave
several talks and demonstrations on the UMM campus in
conjunction with the exhibition's opening.
Carlson, Flicker and Johnson all served as
Bresnahan's apprentices and studied at St. John's Pottery.
Each has been greatly influenced by the experience. Both
Carlson and Johnson are currently pursuing their graduate
degrees in cerarnics--;;-Carlson at St. Cloud State
lJniversity, and Jo
tthe University of Iowa'. .l?licker
a ceramics tea
'calist at UMM,
Body of Clay/
. ire will be on exhibit.atth~Tweed Muse~ on the University of Minnes<5
Duluth campus fi:om,January 13 through March 15, 2003, and at the Phipps C~nter for the Arts in Hu
Wisconsin, from Jq:ne 5 through July 13, 2003.
Above from left: Kevin

BFA Gallery. The

of Dental Medicine." Charles lives in Alton, Illinois, and
can be contacted at drlove_cm@hotmail.com.

e and Michael Carlson '99 at the Body o f ~ S'Oul
>'96 who was unable to attend tlie gallery ope _·

Class of '00
Chad Hanscom is in bis third year of teaching fourth

Class of '02
Daniel Hill teaches math in Waukegan, Illinois.

grade in Osseo. He lives in Golden Valley.

Anna Ronhovde is an auditor in the finance department at
Best Buy Corporation. She lives iri.Edina and can be
contacted at anna.ronhovde@bestbuy.com.
Shawn and Amy Struve Spoden live in Cameron,
Wisconsin. Amy works as a registered dental hygienist in
Rice Lake. Shawn is a staff physical therapist in a primarily outpatient orthopedic clinic.

Class of '99
Amie Eisfeld-Fenney married Curtis Fenney in July 2001.
She is completing a Ph.D. in molecular virology at the
University of Pittsburgh School ofMedicine. She writes:
"Life is great! " Contact her at amiejo@hotmail.com.

Kieran and Elizabeth Board Geary announce the birth of
their son and future UMMer Dylan Patrick born in
November. The family lives in Minneapolis.
Jody Grack bought a house in Hopkins where she lives
with her new dog. She is employed by CFG Insurance Co.
Kjersti Hanneman of Minneapolis has returned from the
Peace Corps in Haiti and is assistant manager of Eastcliff,
the home of the president of the University of Minnesota.
Heather Thompson Henke teaches Spanish in a suburb of
Washington, D.C. She was married in December 2001 and
can be contacted at thompshl@yahoo.com.
Kandee Normandin sends the following note; "Hello one
and all. I' m enjoying teaching middle school and participating in numerous outdoor sports out here in Colorado
Springs. I hope that this note finds all my fellow alumni
out .in the world living it up. Drop me a line sometime."
Ben and Sara Englund Rossow '00 moved to Mora. Ben
teaches Engli sh at Mora High School and coaches j unior
high girls basketball and will direct the spring musical.
Sara works part-time for the Willow River School District
as the family literacy coordinator, which allows her to be at
home with daughter Emma. Contact them at
sara_rossow@ hotmail .com.
Kate VanSickle works at the UMM Student Activities
Office. She and Greg Thompson announce the birth of
their daughter, April Kate, born in October. T hey are
building a house in Starbuck.

Neil Mattson and Janelle Alvstad-Mattson sent the
following note: "After completing a master of science at
UMTC, Neil is pursuing a Ph.D. in plant biology at the
University of California, Davis. We plan to live in Davis
for the 3-5 years it will take for Neil to finish school, then
(hopefully) move back to the comforts of snowy Minnesota. Janelle is a receptionist for a computer company and
plans to get involved in local theater. Anyone coming to
California is encouraged to look us up."
Monti Ossenfort works in the professional scouting
department for the Houston Texans, preparing for their
inaugural season in the NFL. Contact him at
mossenfort@houstontexans.nfl.com.

Leah Oestreich lives in Mankato and is enrolled in a
graduate program for school counseling. Email her at the
following address: bubbles092@hotmail .com.
Nicole Stiklestad teaches voice at Apple Valley High
School. She lives in Farmington and can be contacted at
nicolestiklestad@yahoo.com.
Melissa Villeneuve lives in Syracuse, New York. She
works at Liberty Resources as a youth specialist and can be
contacted at mvillen22@yahoo.com.
Josh and Melissa Flack Wallestad were married in
August. They live in New Ulm where Josh teaches math,
and Melissa teaches students with emotional and behavioral disorders. Contact them at jwallestad@hotmail.com.

Halie Rostberg-Bettini received a master of science in
clinical psychology from the Minnesota School of Professional Psychology in October and is pursuing a doctorate.
She lives in Bloomington.
Sarah Gravalin Warrington and husband Dan moved to
Detroit Lakes. Sarah teaches high school English.
David Weber and Rachel Neset '01 of Minneapolis were
married in August. David can be contacted by email at
daveweber34@hotmail.com. Rachel can be reached at
nesetr@urnn.edu.

Class of '01
James Horsman is in bis second year of teaching eighth
grade geography at West Middle School in Wayzata. He
promotes his alma mater by having a UMM poster in bis
classroom-right between a map of Russia and a poster of
Spain. "Now that's geographical correctness," he writes.

Send

Class Notes
submissions to:
Vivian Heltemes '77
director of alumni relations
Unive1rsity of Minnesota, Morris
123HFA
600 East Fourth Street
Morris, Minnesota 56267-2134
or email

Nate Maher presented "Micheaux 's Characterization of
his Women Antagonistsz" at the 2002 Oscar Micheaux
Film Festival in Gregory, South Dakota. The Festival
ce lebrates one of the nation 's first African American
homesteaders and premiere filmmakers. Nate lives in New
Brighton.
Heidi Olson is the Salvation Army Thrift Store assistant
manager in Morris. Contact her at olsonhm@hotmail.com.
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The Class Notes deadline
for the next issue of Profile is:
April 30, 2003

Library receives Bea Nelson '83 memorial gift
-diversity resources and multicultural literature purchased
The Beatrice Nelson family recently designated a gift in
her memory to the Rodney A. Briggs Library. Nelson '83
was an administrative assistant at UMM until her
retirement in 1996. During retirement, Nelson volunteered
as Morris Area Food Shelf coordinator, Human Rights
Commission chair, and court appointed guardian ad litem.
Debra McNally '90, Nelson's daughter, presented the
gift to LeAnn Dean, library director, who coordinated the
purchase of twenty-two books on diversity for the
curriculum library. McNally states: "For as long as I can

Nelson

remember, Mom championed human rights issues and promoted diversity in
subtle yet effective ways. She also loved to read, often a book a day, certainly
several a week. My family felt that books on diversity would be a fitting gift to
the University in her memory." McNally's sister, Sandy Gonzales, is a 1989
UMM graduate.

LaFave House friends
provide gifts and support

The new library additions, which include books such as We Can Work It Out:
Conflict Resolution for Children by Barbara Polland and Althea Helbig's Many
Peoples, One Land: A Guide to New Multicultural Literature for Children and
Young Adults, will be excellent resources for area teachers and UMM education
majors. Children 's literature such as Fire on the Mountain by Jane Kurtz and
Elizabeti's School by Stephanie Stuve-Bodeen will provide enjoyable family reading.
The Rodney A. Briggs Library serves the students, faculty and staff of the
University of Minnesota, Morris. Members of the Morris community are also
welcomed and encouraged to utilize the library's collections and services.

LaFave House, a beautiful gift to the University given by Edward and Patricia
Paul LaFave, has quickly become an important UMM facility, utilized extensively
by members of the campus and the community for special events as well as
meetings and small group conferences. LaFave House has inspired others to
creatively and generously demonstrate their appreciation for UMM as well.
A living gift

Peter Orr, landscape maintenance supervisor for UMM plant services, donated 14
Colorado Blue Spruce trees that were
moved from his home near Donnelly and
replanted on the LaFave House property.
The healthy, mature trees are a stunning
addition to the landscape design and a
wonderful living gift to the campus. Orr is
shown at left planting one of the trees.

Friends of LaFave House
Friends of LaFave House was organized this past fall, and twenty-two volunteers
have agreed to serve as honorary and advisory committee members. The friendship group's purpose is to promote the use of this enjoyable space and raise
awareness of its mission to serve as a gracious social center for both the campus
and community of Morris. Through financial support, the group will contribute to
the enhancement of LaFave House. If you would like more information regarding
Friends of LaFave House, please contact Maggie Larson, LaFave House manager
and special events coordinator, at larsonmt@mrs.umn.edu or 320-589-6053.

Deb McNally (left) presents books to LeAnn Dean, library director, in memory of her
mother, Bea Nelson.

Library Associates organize
and host first special event
The new Library Associates organization held its inaugural event at the Rodney A.
Briggs Library on November 14, 2002. "An Evening of Superlatives" featured ten
readings and a suing quartet performance. Readers chose selections that represent
superlatives- the best, the worst, the most memorable or the greatest.
The Rodney A. Briggs Library Associates organized to bring together UM M
friends who love books, enjoy cultural pursuits and believe in supporting an
important campus and regional intellectual resource. Anne Schwaller, chair, states
that fundraising will be part of the group 's mission but not its only function.
Associates will assist by hosting events and raising campus and community
awareness about the library's services and needs. Harold Hinds, committee
member and professor of history, states that retired faculty may wish to consider
making donations of their personal books and journals as in-kind gifts through
Library Associates.
LeAnn Dean, library director, is excited about the organization's goals. UMM
has a good library, she states, "but compared to our peer institutions, we're
comparatively young and small. We don' t have endowments and financial resources that many older institutions have. We're hoping that Library Associates
will make a difference in tem1s of events, building improvements and collection
additions. Students, faculty, staff and community users will all be beneficiaries."
Library supporters who wish to become Rodney A. Briggs Library Associates
members may contact LeAnn Dean at deanl@mrs.umn.edu or 320-589-6226.
Membership levels range from $30 to $1000. Gifts of all amounts are a preciated.
p

Jazz students support HFA Phase m
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The UMM Jazz Ensembles donated proceeds from their concerts and their honorarium for performing at the 2002 Lakeside Ballroom Dance to the UMM Humanities Fine Arts Phase ill Fund. This fund will support the planning and
construction of a performing arts center addition to the existing Humanities Fine
Arts Building. The donation was presented by Jazz Ensemble Council officers.
Above from left: Tim Howey '03, Lakeville; Joel Vanderheyden '03, Brooklyn Park;
Mike Vanden~erg '03, ~found; and Maddy Maxeiner, associate vice chancellor for
external relatmns and director offund development, who accepted the gift.

CAMPAIGN

O

MINNESOTA

UMM Campaign Minnesota update
Campaign Minnesota has been a resounding success, attracting $7 .5 million in
gifts that have created new momentum on the UMM campus. Since campaign
cou nting began in July 1996, 4433 donors have contributed to this historic
fundraising drive. Current gift totals include:
• over $2. 7 million in gifts supporting faculty
• almost $2.7 million in gifts supporting students
• almost $1 million in gifts designated to campus facilities
• over $600,000 for strategic initiatives
• over $500,000 for ongoing programs and outreach
• over $50,000 to support research opportunities
During the final months, we will focus fundraising efforts on campaign
priorities, especially gifts that will immediately assist our students and faculty as
they continue UMM's tradition of excellence. To be sure that you are included as
a Campaign Minnesota donor, make your campaign gift before June 30, 2003.
Gifts can be made in the fomt of cash, real estate, secruities or bequests. For
information contact Maddy Maxeiner at maxeinme@mrs.umn.edu or 320-5896386, or send your donations to Campaign Minnesota, UMM, 312 Behmler Hall,
Morris, Minnesota, 56267.

Phi Mu Delta alumni seek
donations to n,~w scholarship
UMM Phi Mu Delta alumni are raising funds
for the establishment of a new scholarship. The
Phi Mu Delta, Gamma Epsilon Chapter Scholarship will commemorate the organization's
history on the UMM campus and will serve as a
lasting legacy to the leadership that this group
has provided to the campus-as students and
now as alumni.

Founded nationally in 1918, Phi Mu Delta's
mission is to encourage high personal standards-morally, mentally and spiritually-and
to help its members live the ideals of democracy, brotherhood and service. The scholarship
recipient will be chosen in regard to Phi Mu
Delta's "Three-S Philosophy"- service, scholarship and social contributi ons. Recipients will be juniors or seniors with
priority given to students whose parents or grandparents have attended UMM.
Phi Mu Delta alumni Curt Loschy ' 69, Greg Lemmons '71 and Pat Gannon
'70 state: "The scholarship is our opportunity to leave a lasting legacy and to
send the message that we care deeply about the future of the University of
Minnesota, MoJTi s."
For more information or to make a gift, please contact Kevin Brustuen,
associate development officer, in the Office of Fund Development at
brustukp@rnrs.urnn.edu or 320-5 89-6394.

Call for applications:
Director of Alumni Relations
and Annual Giving
The University of Minnesota, Morris invites alumni and friends of
the campus to consider applying for the position of director of alumni relations and
annual giving. This position provides visionary leadership for a well-developed,
comprehensive alumni relations program and overall management for the collegiate annual
giving program. The position reports to the associate vice chancellor for external relations
and is a senior member of external relations. The position supervises a coordinator of
annual giving and athletics fundraising, a database/information manager and an office
assistant. Primary responsibilities include:
• Leading and supporting efforts of the UMM Alumni Association and its board of directors
as well as the U cif M West Central School of Agriculture Alumni Association and its
board of directors . The alumni relations director will lead strategic planning to promote
positive relationships between UMM and its alumni, to build strong boards, to increase
alumni support for the campus, and to position the two alumni associations for outstanding
success. The director will be responsible for all activities related to the alumni relations
programs, including events, reunions, and board meetings.
• Planning, organizing and supervising a comprehensive collegiate annual giving program
to support the Alumni Annual Fund, scholarshiips, athletics and other collegiate priorities
as identified by senior administration. Activities include direct mail, phone and special
solicitation projects. Visits with prospects and donors may be assigned.
Areas of emphasis include:
Cultivating the interest, enthusiasm and support both volunteer and financial-from a
diverse community of alumni. Special attention will be devoted to assuring active
participation in the UMM Alumni Association from Minority Student Program alumni.

Developing positive relationships between UMM and its athletic alumni, especially
promoting loyalty and pride during theUMM's transition from a Division II to a Division
Ill intercollegiate athletics program.
Creating and sustaining effective programs emphas.izing legislative advocacy, alumni/
student recruitment, mentoring and career network, andfundraising.
Identifying effective technologies for enhancing communications, networking, social
connections, annual giving and volunteerism.
Providing positive, senior-level, professional leadership within the external relations
program, seeking ways to nurture connections between UMM students.faculty, staff and
alumni while advancing the mission, vision and vitality of the college.
The director of alumni relations and annual giving is a 100% time, 12 month , armually
renewable U of M administrative staff positioD offering a competitive salary and fringe
benefits. Essential qualifications: bachelor's degree (master's degree preferred); four years
experience beyond the undergraduate degree in fundraising, alumni relations, public
re latio ns , non-profit adminjstration, volunteer management, sales or marketing;
demonstrated supervisory, management and financial skills; significant experience working
with volunteers and boards; working knowledge of fundraising principles and programs;
demonstrated ability to work with persons from culturally diverse backgrounds; experience
utilizing communications and information management technologies such as web and
database applications; and outstanding communication skills, both verbal and written.
The successful candidate will demonstrate an understanding of and commitment to the
value of a liberal arts education.

The position begins on June I , 2003. Applications will be reviewed beginning February
I 4, 2003, and will be considered until the position is filled. Applications should be directed
to: Search Committee Chair; c/o Janell Kolden, 3 I 2 Behm/er Hall, University ofMinnesota,
Morris, 56267. Applications should include: a letter addressing the qualifications noted
above, a resume, and a list of five individuals who will be available to provide written
references if requested.

Minority Student Program Gathering, Chicago, Illinois
Over 60 Minority Student Program Chicago area alumni and family members
gathered at The Chicago Firehouse Restaurant on Saturday, October 12, 2002.
Bill Stewart, retired Minority Student Program director, attended, and his
presence contributed to the success of the event. Walter Fisher, MSP educational
coordinator, spoke about mentoring, and 19 alumni in attendance agreed to be

mentors. Fourteen alumni indicated a willingness to assist UMM admissions with
prospective student recruitment. Chicago ev,ent guests above from left: David Kelly
'95, Sandy Olson-Loy, vice chancellor for student affairs, Tieree Smith '01, Louisa
Peel-Thomas '89, Delores Alexander '88, Wanda Pope Moore '90, Brenda Alexander
Burnside '86, Robin Lee-Williams '93, Terrence Lang '94, Naomi Walk Nunnery '95

director of athletics
During the last few months, the landscape of
athletic conference affiliations has rapidly
begun to change. North Dakota. .iState
University announced it will start the process
of moving to Division I, and the University of
Minnesota, Duluth annom:1.ced that it will move
Mark Fohl
to the North Central Conference. There will
likely be more changes in national and
conference affiliations as institutions are affected by the decisions of others.
UMM's transition to th,e Upper Midwest Athletic .Conference (UMAC) is
going smoothly. The immediate concern bas been the development of athletic
schedules in the new league. As of this date, schedules for football, volleyball
andt.~occer are completed. The basketball schedqles are nearing completion.
Schedules for the remaining sports will be developed soon; however, we
do~~t anticipate many chan,ges for g<Ylf, tennis, cross-country, wrestling, and
track and field.
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1tUMM's decision to leave the Northern Sun Intercollegiate Comerebce to
joil).(the Uppe:i;Midwest Athletic Conference involves a cha~ge
from D,,.,,tvision
'%',
II to Division ill membership. It is a different process from the 1990s when
UMM moved from NAINtb NCAA membershil'. The process is complicated,
but the ~~lowing informa~on may h~}P you und~fstand what UMM wi£ be
going thi1<>ugh over the next few year~~
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Shane Pribyl '91, Art Durkee and Stacy Rust Martig '93

Cougar Hall of Fame

·}'.

Surrounded by friends and family, Shane Pribyl, Art Durkee and Stacy Rust
Martig were inducted into the Cougar Hall of Fame during the UMM Alumni
Association Annual Banquet and Meeting held September 20, 2002, during
Homecoming weekend.
Shane Pribyl '91, an outstanding multiple sports athlete, received AllAmerican honors in football in 1990 and in baseball in 1991 . He continues to
hold records for receiving yards in a football season and nearly every hitting
record as a baseball player. Pribyl makes his home in Monticello.
Art Durkee drove the Cougar bus from 1972 until 1999. During his acceptance speech, Durkee recalled numerous UMM memories--of being stranded in
a snowstorm to running over the coach's golf clubs, of wonderful students and
great friendships . Durkee makes his home in Morris .
Stacy Rust Martig '93 , an outstanding volleyball player, was named to the
All-District team three times and twice received All-Conference and All-American honors. She received All-American Scholar Athlete honors in 1991 and 1992,
and continues to hold UMM volleyball records. After receiving her award, Stacy
thanked her friends and family for their support before, during and after her
UMM career. Martig makes her home in Circle Pines .
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• The National Cbllegfate Athletic Association (NCAA) requires four
years to change
divisigps.
..
1!
:• UMM
wiJJ.be
aJull •<:lw
+iiember of the UMAC next year, but we, will not
.,.
·• •
eligible membe::.of ~ i visio: m until 2~.
• UMAC mem~rs wh~ are ~currently National Associatibn of
Intei;_gollegjate .t\thl
(NtJA) w-embers will have a longer transition
process to Division
an UMM.
,;s~:>-?
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• During the transitiomniencxt. soihe of UMM's team sp6rts will be
itn eligible for post-season ~!mpetftion.~p bo~1Division ll anct,.m. W,.e will
..,not be able to meet thJ scheduling req~irements for Division II, and we
not be eligible for post;.season Division2ill play.
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Search underway for
new full-time athletic director position

• In sports that involve individual competition-wrestling, golf, track and
field, etc.-athletes who meet qualification standards in Division II
continue to be eligible for post-season competition.
,',';;

Sandy Olson-Loy, vice chancellor for student affairs, has announced that UMM
will seek a new athletic director in a move designed to bring full-time leadership
to its athletic program. Longtime Cougar Athletic Director Mark Fohl will
continue as coach and instructor.
"A key finding in our athletic director review last year, and echoed by the
athletic consultant, is the need for a full-time athletic director," explains OlsonLoy. "In our current structure, our AD serves as head coach for two sports,
teaches, manages our facilities, and has hi s time allocated in a variety of ways.
Coaching duties will no longer be part of the newly-configured AD position,
which we expect will strengthen the program considerably," states Olson-Loy.
"We are embarking on a new era in Cougar athletics," continues Olson-Loy.
"Our search for a new, full-time director of UMM's emerging NCAA Division ill
program is an important strategic step in building a competitive program. At the
same time, we are pleased that Mark Foh] agreed to continue with the program.
He has served UMM capably for 16 years, maintaining the highest level of
integrity in Cougar sports while providing stability and careful management,
especially during this past challenging decade. His athletic administration
expertise will be invaluable as we move through this time of rather complex
transitioning."
Fohl will continue coaching men's golf and baseball, teaching and assisting
with the Division II to Division m and the NSIC to UMAC transition process.
He states: "I believe the time is right for UMM to have an individual who can
dedicate their time entirely to the duties of an athletic director. I appreciate the
support I have received from many people over the years, and I look forward to
having more time to spend with the golf and baseball teams and being part of the
transition process."
A search will be conducted this spring to fill the position of full-time athletic
director.

• UMM continues to b,e a Division II member until 2006; however, we are
required to begin adagting to Division m guidelines inuuediately.
• UMM is not allowed. to grant athletic aid to new athletes in 2003-04,
and all athletic aid will be discontinued in 2004-05.
• Division m guidelines will also affect the areas of athlete eligibility,
recruiting, length of se,asons, and number ofcontests.
When the transition is completed, I believewe will be well satisfied wi.th the
timing of the decision to change divisions and conferences. Please feel free to
contact me with questionsirat fohlmv@mrs.urnn.edu or 320-589-6425.

Cougars named to JNSIC All-Conference
Football-Running back ]faris trfoore '03, Phoenix, Arizona, and tight end
Mike Walker '04, Phoenix, Arizona, were selected NSIC All-Conference first
team players. Defensive b!ack Willie lngri.m '04, Los Angeles, California, was
team,Cstt
.and defensive
back
Nate
named
to,__the All-Conference
second
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5/' Becker
'03, Eden Valley, receivedrAII-Confe~ence
honorable mention. '
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Golf___:;faron Weis '06, St:5uth llave
ea AU-Conference hoiltJrs
f o ~ p],ace1'll; the NSI<;Jl::;Menj Got{ Challlpio1;1ship.w
..,
,
So~~er-Rebecca Witters '04, Colorado Springs, Colqrado; was namedJo the
:""·
¼
'
'
NSIC All-Conf~ence first team for the third time. Mari Sandom '05, Hudson,
"''W is\onsifl, was named to me NSIC Atll-Co,nfererlce first tea_w. and,,to the
Alla'ournament Team. Chfistina Whitaker '06, Colorado S~rings,
' C~ado, was nameo llo1~oraBj'Menti.on All-Ccmfer&Tice and towthe N~IC
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Women's wrestling team
ranked second in nation

Moore receives
post-season honors

-talented Cougar recruited by Olympics program
TheMat.com U.S. Collegiate Women 's Wrestling Poll ranks the
UMM Cougars second in the nation behind Missouri Valley College.
Nine UMM women wrestlers are ranked as the top wrestlers in the
nation including Patrice Crenshaw '05, East Point, Georgia, who is
ranked first in her weight class. In addition, six wrestlers were ranked
in the U.S. Senior Olympic Level poll. The team had a strong showing at the Sunkist International Open and captured the Regina Cup
for the second year in a row at the University of Regina in
Saskatchewan, Canada.

Bittersweet news for UMM women's wrestling
Cougar Marcie Van Dusen was named
UMM has lost another exceptional wrestler to the U.S. Olympic
the Regina Cup's Most Outstanding
program. Marcie Van Dusen '04, Marina, California, joins a long list
Wrestler for her tournament perforof former Cougars who made the move to the Olympic Training
mance. She will continue her wrestling
career with the U.S. Olympic Team.
Center in Colorado Springs, Colorado. States Coach Doug Reese: "It
is always tough to lose a talented athlete, but our goal here is to
support our national effort. As a country we want to be the best in the world and to dominate the Olympics in
2004. We will do our part at UMM to see that happens."
Van Dusen is ranked third in the United States at 121 pounds behind former Cougar Tina George '01.

Cougar running back
Paris Moore '03,
Phoenix, Arizona,
recently added the
2003 Cactus Bowl to
his list of post-season
honors. The game
serves as the Division
II All-Star Game and
was played on January
10 in Kingsville, Texas. Last year, 25 players who
participated in the Cactus Bowl were signed to NFL
contracts. Moore's 2003 list of honors also includes:
• NSIC All-Conference-Paris set the single
season rushing and carries records with 1,449
yards rushing on 292 carries.
• Two time NSIC Co-Offensive player of the
week-Moore led the league in rushing with a
131. 7 ypg average. He was fourth in scoring and
fifth in all-purpose yards.
• The d2football.com All-Midwest Region
Second Team offense squad.
• The Football Gazette All-Midwest Region
Second Team offense squad.
Moore rushed for over 100 yards in eight of 11 games
played this season. His total of 14 touchdowns was
one shy of tying the single season touchdown record
held by Bill Magnuson '92 who had 15 in 1988.

Exciting season for Cougar soccer
The 2002 soccer season was a season of exciting firsts-the first year played on the new UMM Cougar Soccer
Complex; the first playoff game on the home field; and the program's first playoff win.
The season ended in style with an impressive 3-2 overtime win over Southwest State University to capture
third place in the Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference (NSIC) Women's Soccer Tournament. The win
capped off the best season in the program's five-year existence. The Cougars finished with a 13-7-2 record.
UMM was 6-2-1 in the NSIC, finishing in third place.
During the 2002 season, the Cougars scored the most goals (53), gave up the fewest goals (29), and
recorded the most shutouts (10) in UMM soccer history. In addition, the team received the NSIC Scholar
Athletes Award, and several individuals received post-season honors.
Coach Christian De Vries comments: "This has been an exciting season. We knew what we were capable
of doing, and we set out to do it. Our goal was to make the final four, and we did it." Playing on the new
soccer field was a highlight for both the team and the Cougar's great fans. De Vries compliments UMM Plant
Services for the outstanding field they constructed just west of the P.E. Center. He states: "UMM's Soccer
Complex is one of the best playing fields in the Midwest."
Ten returning starters, a talented bench and Coach De Vries plan to continue the soccer team's success next
year as UMM moves to the Upper Midwest Athletic Conference.
From left front row: Kelsey Heinemann '06, Hudson, Wisc.; Mandy Schoen'06, Winnepeg, Manitoba; Nichole Rick
'04, Colorado Springs, Colo.; Krista Wynn '03, St. Paul; Erin Mahoney '04, Winona; Jessica Rada '05, Sioux Falls,
S.D.; Colleen Sullivan '05, Colorado Springs, Colo. Middle row: Mari Sandom '05, Hudson, Wisc.; Kay Dee Maddy
'06, Colorado Springs, Colo.; Christina Whitaker '06, Colorado Springs, Colo.; Abbey Starzecki '06, Colorado Springs,
Colo.; Rebecca Witters '04, Colorado Springs, Colo.; Stacy Hanna '05, Colorado Springs, Colo.; Courtney LeClair
'04, Fargo, N.D.; Sara Wolf '06, Delano; Brandi Rada '06, Sioux Falls, S.D.; Back row:Coach Christian DeVries;
Amanda Prodger '06, Wyoming; KayLee Marone '06, Sioux Falls, S. D.; Angela Brath '06, Campbellsport, Wisc.;
Trainer Kara Heding '05, Watertown; Trainer Craig Brandenburger '03, Rosholt, S.D. Not pictured: Jessie Sorenson
'03, Duluth; Assistant Coach Dan Mowr
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Former atbletlc director
and coach . remembered
1

The caffipu t!i'~s receive, wordthat Bruce
Rolloff..pass~~ a~l~tlll ~ove~~r ~Q92.
Rolloff..was UMM's4first football coach and
athletic director. He began histlUMNifkcareer in
1961 and is credited for playing a key role in
establishing the campus' athletic prograni. Und~~
his directio;n, athletics moved.fromJhe Ptoneer
Conference to the original Northern lntereollegiate Confereilce. ·Ne was also instrumental in
the design aQ.g
coQ.~;tructj,pn of the Physical
,·,:;;~-·Education Center. Rolloff initiated the beginnings of a wqmen's athletics program before
leaving UMM in 1972 to accept a professorship
at Western Illinois Univetsity in Macomb,
Illinois.
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The annual Spring Dance Fundraiser is fast becoming a UMM
tradition. Instituted in 1999 to celebrate the retirements of Jim •. ~-·/ "', r
Gremmels, professor emeritus of English, and Jack Imhplte; pr:_dfes~,cir,:~:)
emeritus of history, it has become a much-anticipated c ' pu?~~;';: ! .
'=-'-;, . '""'"
regional community event.
"'.':,,: "'.:!: ·•·.: -=~;-" ·
The fourth annual Spring Dance Fundraiser, fe
g·;-,·~·'=" '.'-~,,·; ·
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the University of Minnesota, Morris Big Jazz Ba
will be held Saturday, March 29, 2003, at the
Historic Lakeside Ballroom on Lake
Minnewaska in Glenwood. Hosts Jim
Gremmels and Jack Imholte invite alumni,
retirees, students, staff, faculty and area
citizens to join in an evening of fellowship,
music and dancing in a beautiful ballroom
setting. The evening begins at 8:00 p.m.
Tickets will be available at the door at
a cost of $0-$1,000. Proceeds from ticket
sales go toward the Imholte Scholarship and
the Humanities Phase III Project. The John Q.
Imholte Endowed Scholarship, established in
Imholte's honor on the occasion of his retirement as
UMM chancellor, is awarded to juniors and seniors wh
demonstrate outstanding academic ability. The Humaniti
Phase III Project Fund targets plans for a performance spaceili
UMM Humanities Fine Arts building.
For more information, please contact Maggie Larson, special e
coordinator, at larsonmt@mrs.umn.edu or 320-589-6053.
Photo: UMM Jazzer Joel Vanderheyden '03, Brooklyn Park
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